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P R E S S
EC Electric music lover 

“Dreamy synth melody”
“Gorgeous work of musical art”

EC Electric Music Lover
“Sweeping synths and powerful drumbeats”

Scottish Sun
“Further evidence of a band 
on the rise”

Little Indie Blogs
“Split through with soaring guitars 
and electronic synth”

F E AT U R E D  R E G U L A R LY
BBC Radio | Amazing Radio
Spotify playlists | Rocksport Radio

S O N G S

MISERY | WHITE LIGHTS | ROOM TO BREATHE
HONESTY | PALMS

B I O
After receiving airplay from BBC Radio 1, Grabbing the attention of 
Jim Gellatly (featuring in ‘The Scottish Sun’) catching the attention 
of independent bloggers and appearing on popular playlists across 
major platforms. The group aim to finish this year off with their most 
compelling piece of work so far ‘Honesty’.

Stream here: HONESTY

M U S I C
All work was produced by Bruce Rintoul, a Scottish producer who has 
worked with the likes of: Fatherson, Vukovi and The Nickajack Men. The 
songs exist within a stylised sense of escapism. Delivering Pop with 
memorable melodies, dream-like chords and sampled sounds. Made Of 
Eyes are a new Alternative/Pop project from Glasgow that made their 
debut this year on April 8th—delivering multiple releases consistently 
throughout the year. 

M E S S A G E
The group use their music to highlight issues, affecting many people 
and themselves. They have a need to write about scenarios that let 
listeners reflect. The consensus being “If something can at least be 
said through music, it deserves to be speaking volumes for the one 
listening”. With the level of uncertainty and divisiveness out there now, 
they aim to raise awareness.
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